
IN THE CLAIMS: 

Please cancel claims 7-12 without prejudice or 

disclaimer. 

Please amend claims 1-6 as follows: 

1. (Currently Amended) A device Device——of- for 

installation .of signalization spheres and verification of the 

status of a lightning-rod cable (110) , characterized by the fact of 

comprehending said device comprising 

a supporting structure (12), consisting of two bases 

equidistant and parallel one another (14,—linked to one 

another by axial segments (10, 20, 22 and 24) , the mentioned axial 

segments (20 and 24) serving as supports for the two activating 

engines  (2G and 28)^, respectively, 

an—earthing a grounding and idler tension system 

comprised of a structure (30) formed by two parallel rods (32 and 

34), which move moving in the a horizontal direction internally on 

axis—(22) and inked linked to the two bases equidistant . and 

parallel to one another (14,—3r6-}-;—linked one another by an axial 

segment (3G), and featuring in its including lower extremity slots 

(38) for introduction of an axis (40) of a wheel (42) , said a first 

one of the axial segment—^2^- segments being equipped in ±trs an 

intermediate portion between the bases with a threaded rod (44), 

which links said threaded rod linking in its- a lower extremity to 



the said first axial segment (22) of said bases -ft*-;—and 

equipped in its at an upper side with a crank   (48)   and a spring 

a fork (52) articulated to the an outer part of said 

bases (14,—1G) , whereto are projected the and including a feeding 

system (54), 

an inclined structure -f&e-)—consisted of including a two 

additional bases equidistant from one another -(-62—and—64-)- and 

linked to one another by four axial segments (66, G8, 70 and 72), 

the latter one of the four axial segments acting as a support for 

the a tightening and loosening tool (74), presents and including in 

its a terminal portion a coupling prism (56), and said inclined 

structure also suspended both internally and externally by bars 

(76,—78 and BO,—82) ;—respectively,—and equidistant one another by 

axial segments (70 and 68, 10, 84), nothing that in segment (84) in 

its—intermediate portion,—accommodates—the supporting a cupping 

glass for pushing a signalization sphere (86) , andr also in the 

portion posterior to parallel bases   (14 and 1G), the 

boxes of the circuits of- for reception of telecommands 

(88)—are projected being supported by said supporting structure. 

2. (Currently Amended) The device Device (10) , according 

to claim 1, is characterized by the fact that wherein coupled to 

axis—(-84-)—and rod—(90) ,—respectively,—are provided:—one cupping 
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glass—(8G) ,—which is—located on the  anterior portion of device 

(10) , which—comes—to—adhere—to—the—outer—surface—of—the 

signalization sphere by contact suction,—and one a video camera 

. (10G) for the follow-up of operations of installations installation 

of the signalization sphere, as well as to effect a sweeping on the 

lightning rod cables (110) for the sake of maintenance is supported 

by the supporting structure. 

3. (Currently Amended) The device Device (10), according 

to claim 1,  is characterized by the fact that wherein the earthing 

grounding and idler tension array, also assembled with the feeding 

system (54)—fitted into pivot—(46) , system operates as a pendulum, 

being responsible for the whole balance of the array system. 

4. (Currently Amended) The device Device (10), according 

to claim 1,   is characterized by the fact that wherein said wheel 

(42) is produced from a metallic conducive conductive material and 

all  the other components are produced from isolating insulating 

material. 

5. (Currently Amended) The device Device (10) , according 

to claim -f±-)- 1, ±s—characterized by the—fact—that wherein the 

tension of power from the said feeding system (54) is transferred 

to the two activating engines  (2G,  28)  and to said tightening and 
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loosening tool (74) through control- the boxes (88) of circuits by 

means of parallel wire wires. 

6. (Currently Amended) The device Device—(10), according to 

claim -Hr>- 1, is characterized by—the fact—that wherein ±rt the 

metallic conductive wheel assembly (42) in slot (38) to provide the 

earthing of device (10), provides grounding and tension control irs 

also provided,—observing that,—in order to—surpass—sharp-edged 

acclivities and declivities-;—it is necessary,—in such case,—to 

operate crank—(40) ,—which,—through vertical axis—(44) ,—bent over 

fixed axis—(20) ,—suspends—the entire mobile array comprised of 

mobile—rods—f5-2—and—3-4-)—in the—mobile—axis—^3-6-)—fixed—in its 

posterior portion and tightening the wheel (48) over lightning rod 

cable—(110) ,—where—spring—(-53-)—of—this—array—operates—as—a 

dampener. 

Claims 7-12 (Cancelled) 
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